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Abstract

Fuel cell-gas turbine hybrid system is a potential field of investigation. This study establishes a modeling

and optimization framework for a novel hybrid system consisting of a solid oxide fuel cell, a gas turbine

and a supercritical carbon dioxide Brayton cycle. Based on the proposed thermodynamical model, a

parametric analysis is investigated to determine the impacts of several key parameters on the system

exergoeconomic performance. Meanwhile, bi-objective optimization is conducted for maximizing the

exergy efficiency and minimizing the levelized cost of electricity via the Epsilon-constraint approach. The

Linear Programming Techniques for Multidimensional Analysis of Preference decision-making approach

is further employed to select the Pareto optimum solution from Pareto frontiers. The results show that

several extreme values for the exergy efficiency and the levelized cost of electricity exist in a series of

sensitivity curves, respectively. The Pareto frontiers indicates that with the increase of the exergy

efficiency, the levelized cost of electricity shows a moderately increasing trend at first and increases

rapidly afterward. Overall, at the Pareto optimum solution, the combined system can achieve an optimal

exergy efficiency and levelized cost of electricity by 68% and 0.0575 $ kWh-1, respectively.
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Background

- Utilize waste heat from SOFC-GT

- Besides the ORC and Kalina cycles, supercritical carbon dioxide

Brayton cycle (SCO2BC) as the bottoming loop is as well a promising

method

- The advantages: (1) wide suitability with unclear, solar, and waste heat;

(2) environmental friendliness and safety; (3) avoid turbine blades

corrosion; (4) higher thermal efficiency compared to superheated steam

Rankine Cycle (due to compressor power saving, higher turbine inlet

temp., and minimum working pressure of the SCO2BC is above the

critical pressure); (5) structure is much more compact.

- Hybrid system including: SOFC, a GT, and a SCO2BC, model built in

gPROMS 5.1.1

- Exergy and economic performance evaluation

- Multi-objective optimization by Epsilon-constraints

- Decision making by LINMAP

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram

Key models:

- SOFC

- GT combust. Chamber

- HEX

SOFC-GT

-SCO2BC

Assumptions:

1. Operates under steady-state

2. CH4 fuel

3. Normal air

4. SOFC A/C-node same pressure

5. Temp. uniform all SOFC

6. Fully mixed air burnt

7. Pressure/heat loss/leakage neglect

Objectives
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Constraints & Variables

Verification
By the data from Argonne recompression split-flow SCO2BC

Fig. 2. impact of flow rate (a, b), turbine1 pressure ratio (c), SOFC operating temp. (d), fuel utilization factor (e), turbine2 entrance pressure (f)   

Fig. 3. Pareto frontier whole system

Fig. 4. exergy destruction rate breakup

1. The integrated SOFC-GT with 

SCO2BC recover waste heat 

from GT exhaust, improve 

exergy efficiency & reduce the 

LCOE. Obtain 68% exergy 

efficiency and 0.0575 $ kWh-1 

levelized cost at optimum point.

2. Bottoming SCO2BC parameters 

have less impact on entire system 

performance than upstream cycle

parameters.

3. A significant tradeoff between 

the exergy efficiency and the 

LCOE is observed when 

optimizing the system design by 

multi-objective optimizations. 

Can be fitted as a fourth-order 

polynomial function: 
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